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(literally " man three," three men) and sixty men, moyo
moyo saba9 exactly " three men of men." Lastly, for 'the
number " forty n the word debe is often used; it properly
signifies a mat for bedding : the natives of the country
say that the reason of this is that tb" mat evokes a
couple of human beings (man and woman) who 'ie down
together on it; a man, with his 20 fingers, represents
"twenty " ; a mat on which two men lie down, represent
«two twenties."
The habit of using the word " man " for designating
the numbers 10 and 20 is not, therefore special to Mun^a
languages! not even to the A astro-Asiatic family only.
The fact that in MundS gal " 10 " differs much more than
ftrf * 20 lf of the- root far, kor « man/' indicates quite
clearly that these words have not certainly the same
history. Besides the need of distinguishing 10 and 20
for avoiding confusion, other circumstances might explain
the deviation observed between gal and burl. In
Cambodia one counts still by 5, saying 5*1, 5*2, for 6 and
7, etc. In most of the Austro-Asiatic languages one
still counts by ten but I do not know any language of
this family in which one counts by scores, outside the
domain of Munda. It seems, therefore, that the system
of numeration has been transformed by innovations which,
no doubt, go back to different periods and probably radiate
each from a certain family. The analogy of Biang s-kal
and of Santali gal1 seems to indicate that one should
1 Conrady has tried to establish a relation between the
transformation of initial sonants into surds and. the phenomenon of
contraction of a prefix with the root in Tibetan. His theory should not
be accepted without reserve (cf. Let Langues du Monde, p. 364). it
is possible that we may have here a fact of the same order but in at*
inverse sense,

